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Abstract Previous studies on organisms with well-differentiated X and Y chromosomes, such as Drosophila and
mammals, consistently detected an excess of genes moving
out of the X chromosome and gaining testis-biased
expression. Several selective evolutionary mechanisms
were shown to be associated with this nonrandom gene
traffic, which contributed to the evolution of the X chromosome and autosomes. If selection drives gene traffic,
such traffic should also exist in species with Z and W
chromosomes, where the females are the heterogametic
sex. However, no previous studies on gene traffic in species
with female heterogamety have found any nonrandom
chromosomal gene movement. Here, we report an excess
of retrogenes moving out of the Z chromosome in an
organism with the ZW sex determination system, Bombyx
mori. In addition, we showed that those ‘‘out of Z’’ retrogenes tended to have ovary-biased expression, which is
consistent with the pattern of non-retrogene traffic recently
reported in birds and symmetrical to the retrogene movement in mammals and fruit flies out of the X chromosome
evolving testis functions. These properties of gene traffic in
the ZW system suggest a general role for the heterogamety
of sex chromosomes in determining the chromosomal
locations and the evolution of sex-biased genes.
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Introduction
Previous studies in species with well-differentiated X and
Y chromosomes consistently revealed a significant excess
of retrogenes moving out of the X and obtaining malebiased or male-specific expression/functions (Potrzebowski
et al. 2008; Emerson et al. 2004; Betran et al. 2002; Dai
et al. 2006; Bai et al. 2007; Sturgill et al. 2007). This
pattern can be explained by either selection-based
evolutionary mechanisms or mutation-based mechanistic
processes. The major selection-based evolutionary mechanisms are meiotic sex chromosome inactivation (MSCI,
Betran et al. 2002; Vibranovski et al. 2009a) in the male
germline, sexual antagonism (Rice 1984; Charlesworth
et al. 1987; Wu and Xu 2003), dosage compensation
(Bachtrog et al. 2010; Vicoso and Charlesworth 2009), and
meiotic drive (Tao et al. 2007a, b).
MSCI could drive the movement of genes out of the X
chromosome, which could be favored for being located in
the autosomes since they could compensate the silent
expression of their X-linked parental genes during male
meiosis (Betran et al. 2002; Vibranovski et al. 2009a). In
mammals, X-linked parental genes are expressed more in
the pre-meiotic stage of spermatogenesis, but are silent
from meiosis to post-meiosis, while autosomal-linked
retrogenes are often higher expressed in meiotic than in
mitotic stages (Potrzebowski et al. 2008). In Drosophila,
such a complementary expression pattern is also found for
retrogenes and parental genes across male mitosis and
meiosis (Vibranovski et al. 2009a). The observations in
mammals and fruitflies could be explained by MSCI.
However, in mammals, there is an excess of male-biased
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genes on the X expressed during the pre- and postmeiotic
stages of spermatogenesis (Wang et al. 2001; Mueller et al.
2008) and in Drosophila there is an under-representation of
somatic male-biased genes on the X chromosome (Parisi
et al. 2003). The nonrandom distribution of those sexbiased genes could be explained by sexual antagonism, in
which we expect male-beneficial/female-harmful mutations to be more frequently spread on the X or on the
autosomes depending on their dominance (Rice 1984;
Charlesworth et al. 1987). Moreover, meiotic drive has also
been proposed to account for the traffic of genes because
autosomal retrogenes may evolve as potential suppressors
of X-distorters (Tao et al. 2007a, b). In addition, dosage
compensation has been proposed to play a role in retrogene
trafficking in Drosophila, as hyper-transcription on the X
in males could further limit the up regulation of malebiased genes on the X chromosome and contribute to the
movement of male-biased genes out of the X (Bachtrog
et al. 2010; Vicoso and Charlesworth 2009).
Recently, a mutation mechanistic process based on the
nuclear chromosome dynamics in the spermatogenesis has
been proposed to explain the nonrandom genomic distribution of retrogenes in Drosophila (Diaz-Castillo and Ranz
2012). Retrogenes with testis-biased expression would be
more frequently inserted in the autosomes than in the X
chromosome because the former contain more chromosomal domains occupying accessible positions for genomic
insertion during the male germline.
Retrogene movement has been associated with testisbiased retrogene expression in several organisms bearing
the X and Y chromosomes: Drosophila, mosquito, humans,
and mouse (Betran et al. 2002; Emerson et al. 2004;
Vinckenbosch et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2010a, b; Baker and
Russell 2011). If the movement of genes off the X chromosome is advantageous for organisms with well-established heteromorphic sex chromosomes, and if selectionbased rather than mutation-based mechanisms drive this
movement, these patterns should also appear in other
heterogametic species with female heterogamety (ZW
organisms such as birds and Lepidoptera) and should be
associated with ovary-biased rather than testis-biased retrogene expression.
However, to date, no studies investigating retrogene
traffic in ZW species, such as chicken (Hillier et al. 2004)
and Populus (Zhu et al. 2009) have found nonrandom
patterns of gene movement. There are several possible
reasons for this lack of success. First, in chicken, retrotransposition events are rare because the reverse transcriptase of the avian CR1 retrotransposon cannot efficiently
recognize polyadenylated mRNA and hence is unable to
promote the retrotransposition of mRNAs from other genes
(Hillier et al. 2004). Second, Populus Z and W chromosomes show less than 5% divergence, which could indicate
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that they are too young to show an appreciable number of
movements between sex chromosomes and autosomes
(Zhu et al. 2009).
Fortunately, the recently available genome annotation
(Xia et al. 2004) and expression (Xia et al. 2007) profiles of
the domesticated silkworm Bombyx mori, a model organism of lepidopteran insects with ZW chromosomes (Fujii
and Shimada 2007; Traut et al. 2007), provide another
opportunity to test the conjecture of biased gene trafficking
patterns in a species with female heterogamety.
As a species with female heterogamety, B. mori has
some peculiarities in its chromosome configurations and
genetics compared to species with male heterogamety.
First, B. mori females are ZW, whereas males are ZZ
(Fig. 1). Second, in B. mori, a genetic factor (Fem) on the
W chromosome (although its precise location has not yet
been determined) determines the female sex, rather than
the ratio of Z chromosomes to autosomes (Traut et al.
2007; Goldsmith and Marec 2010). Third, in B. mori and
lepidopterans in general, meiotic recombination does not
occur in females, but in males, which are the homogametic
sex (Sturtevant 1915). Fourth, although no crossing-over
occurs during female meiosis, the W chromosome pairs
with the Z chromosome until metaphase I (Goldsmith and
Marec 2010). It remains unclear whether MSCI occurs in
Lepidoptera, as cytologically observed in female chicken
(Schoenmakers et al. 2009) and male mammals (Richler
et al. 1992). Fifth, in B. mori, it is controversial whether the
Z chromosome is dosage compensated. Initially, it was
shown that only 35% of Z-linked genes are hyper-transcribed in females, suggesting incomplete dosage compensation of Z between male and female B. mori (Fujii and
Shimada 2007; Xia et al. 2007; Zha et al. 2009). However,
a re–analysis of the original data (Xia et al. 2007) showed
that the global male:female expression ratio does not differ
between the Z and autosomes, which is in agreement
with complete dosage compensation model (Walters and
Hardcastle 2011). Moreover, the same work suggested that
dosage compensation is achieved by inactivation of one of
the Zs in males as global Z chromosome expression is
significantly reduced relative to autosomes (Walters and
Hardcastle 2011).
Bombyx mori belongs to the Bombycidae family of
lepidopteran insects. It split from its nearest wild ancestor,
B. mandarina, ca. 7.1 MYA (Goldsmith et al. 2005) and
was domesticated ca. 5000 years ago. It is mainly composed of geographic races (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, Korean,
European, and tropical varieties) and strains that have been
genetically improved (e.g., laboratory mutants; Goldsmith
et al. 2005; Xia et al. 2009). The genome sequence used in
our study was derived from an inbred domesticated variety,
Dazao (posterior silk gland, fifth-instar day 3, from a
mix of 1,225 males; Xia et al. 2004). We investigated
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Fig. 1 Origin of the ZW
chromosomes in Bombyx mori.
Bombyx mori is a species in the
‘‘Bombycidae’’ family of the
lepidopteran insects. Among the
insects, female heterogamety
with the Z/ZZ sex determination
system evolved in the common
ancestor, before Trichoptera and
Lepidoptera split more than 190
MYA. The W chromosome was
a later acquisition of
‘‘advanced’’ Lepidoptera,
Ditrysia and Tischeriina. Hence,
W was acquired between
180–190 MYA and 97 MYA.
The W chromosome was
occasionally and independently
lost again in some species of the
‘‘advanced’’ Lepidoptera
(Adapted from Figure 12.1 of
Grimaldi and Engel 2005 and
Fig. 6 of Traut et al. 2007)
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the distribution of inter-chromosomal retrotransposition
events, especially between the Z chromosome and autosomes. In addition, by analyzing gene expression profiles,
we explored the role of natural selection underlying retrogene movement.

Materials and Methods
Identification of Inter-Chromosomal Retrogenes
in B. mori
We downloaded all the Bombyx mori genome data from
http://www.silkdb.org/silkdb/doc/download.html (Duan et al.
2010, see Table S1).
To identify paralog-pair candidates, we aligned all
peptide sequences against all peptide sequences with
FASTA34 (Pearson 2000) and screened out gene pairs.
Here we refer to a gene pair as the two genes present in the
FASTA34 alignment result, i.e., the paralog-pair candidate.
We set the screen for gene pairs with C30% alignment
identity and C40% alignment coverage (22118 gene pairs,
which were composed of 6095 genes). Then we divided the
22118 paralog-pairs into two groups. One group contained
the TE-occupied paralog pairs (4834 gene pairs and 873
genes); in each of these, at least one gene had C70% CDS
occupied by transposable elements (TEs). The other group
contained the TE-free paralog pairs (17284 gene pairs and
5642 genes); neither of the two genes in each pair had
C70% CDS occupied by TEs. We only choose the group
of TE-free paralog pairs for further analyses because

190MYA

97MYA

TE-occupied genes had a higher potential to be pseudogenes, and the TE inserted regions rather than their own
CDS might have contributed to the similarity of two genes,
which we used as criteria to assign two genes as paralogs.
Thus, TE-occupied gene pairs may not be generated by
duplication and may not be true paralogs (see demonstration in ‘‘Examination of the identified paralog relation of
TE-associated gene pairs’’ in Supplementary Methods).
Among the TE-free paralog pairs, we only considered 2304
gene pairs (1886 genes) as potential paralog pairs generated by inter-chromosomal retrotransposition, which contain one single-exon gene (potential retrogene) and one
multiple-exon gene (potential parental gene), and of which
the two genes were located on different chromosomes.
Thus, we ensured the filtering out of paralog pairs that were
generated by tandem duplication with/without following
inversion. From the 2304 paralog gene pairs, we extracted
270 pairs (492 genes), of which at least one gene was the
best hit of the other gene or both genes were reciprocal best
hits. After that, we ensured that one retrogene (single-exon
gene) had only one parental gene and appeared in only one
paralog pair. However, we allowed one parental gene to
have several retrogenes, and this parental gene could
appear in more than one paralog pair (in our final dataset of
68 retro-paralog pairs, there was only one case where the
same parental gene, BGIBMGA011777, generated two
retrogenes, BGIBMGA004200 and BGIBMGA004157,
both from autosomes to autosomes). Thus, we further
screened out 228 gene pairs (449 genes) from the 270 pairs
(For details and confirmation of this step, see ‘‘Confirmation of the origination relation within each paralog pair’’ in
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Supplementary Methods). Then, we increased the paralog
alignment criteria to C50% coverage and C40% identity to
define a more conservative paralog set (83 gene pairs and
165 genes). Last, we manually inspected the CDS alignment for each of the 83 paralog pairs (the CDS alignment
was generated according to their protein alignments).
Specifically, we checked whether the boundaries of at least
two exons (usually most of the exons) from each parental
gene were aligned inside of the single exon of the offspring
retrogene to avoid cases generated by exon-gaining after
single-exon gene duplication (see Figure S1 for the comparison of distribution of exon number of parental genes
between B. mori and Drosophila, whose genes, in general,
had similar composition in terms of exon number). Thus,
we finally identified 68 gene pairs (135 genes, File S1) as a
set of conservative inter-chromosomal retrotransposition
paralog pairs and performed the rest of the analyses based
on this set.
Functionality Analysis of Retrogenes
Computing Ka/Ks Ratio
To examine the functional constraints on these new genes,
we computed Ka/Ks ratios (x) of the identified retrotransposition paralog pairs with PAML (Yang 1997) and estimated whether they were significantly smaller than 0.5
(Betran et al. 2002). Usually, a Ka/Ks ratio significant lower
than unity indicates the genes under functional constraint.
A Ka/Ks ratio under unity but higher than 0.5 suggests the
divergence between a functionless new gene and a functional parental gene (Li 1997). Conservatively, we considered a Ka/Ks ratio significant smaller than 0.5 to indicate
functional constraints on both genes (parental gene and
retrogene). We aligned the CDSs of each paralog pair
according to their protein alignment with MAFFT. Then,
we ran Codeml of PAML twice, first fixing x at 0.5, and
then estimating x freely. Finally, we tested whether the
likelihood of the x free model was significantly smaller
than that of the x fixed at 0.5 model by comparing two
times the log likelihood difference, 2L = 2(L0.5 – L0) to a
Chi-square distribution with one degree freedom to compute a P value (Yang 1998). Note that L0,5 means log
likelihood with x fixed at 0.5, and L0 means log likelihood
with x estimated freely.
Polymorphism Analysis to Confirm the Functionality
of the 68 Retrogenes
We collected SNPs in the CDS regions of the 68 retrogenes
based on the SNP data generated from a complete resequencing of 29 strains of B. mori (Xia et al. 2009). Next,
based on the SNP data, we used the software DNasp to
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estimate non-synonymous nucleotide diversity, synonymous nucleotide diversity and nucleotide variation in CDS
regions of the 68 retrogenes.
EST-Based Expression Analysis
We did an EST-based expression search analysis to support
the functionality of the 68 retrogenes. We downloaded
the NCBI EST library collection of B. mori from
http://www.silkdb.org/silkdb/doc/download.html. The collection contains 184509 ESTs from 79 EST libraries
expressed in 27 tissues. We used BLAST (Altschul et al.
1997) to identify the corresponding genes of the ESTs. The
criteria to define the corresponding gene of an EST were as
follows: 1) the CDS of this gene was the first best hit of the
EST; 2) the alignment of the EST and this best hit gene
satisfied C90% identity, equal/longer than 100 nt, B 1e-20
E value, C100 blast score; and 3) the blast score of this first
best gene hit was at least 2 points higher than that of the
second gene hit of the EST. Thus, the corresponding
relation between ESTs and 8215 (56.18%) current annotated genes were constructed.
Retrogene Movement Pattern Analysis
We compared the observed movement patterns to the
expected ones under the null hypothesis according to a
simplified random model with a Chi-square test (Betran
et al. 2002). Briefly, the expectation considered the amount
of available transcripts from the source chromosome, the
dosage compensation on the source chromosome, the
length of the target chromosome, and the chance of a
transcript from the source chromosome inserting into a
given target chromosome. Further, we conducted Monte
Carlo simulation based on a similar random model with a
multinomial distribution (Emerson et al. 2004) to estimate
the significance of excess/deficit of nonrandom gene
movement (for more details, see ‘‘Analysis of the movement pattern of retrotransposition events’’ in Supplementary Methods).
Retrogene Expression Pattern Analysis
We analyzed retrogene expression patterns based on
microarray expression profiles of B. mori generated by Xia
et al. (2007). We downloaded the raw microarray data
from http://www.silkdb.org/microarray/download.html. We
analyzed the raw microarray data with PTL within array
normalization, ‘‘normexp’’ background correction and
‘‘Aquantile’’ between array normalization (Walters and
Hardcastle 2011), which are available from the LIMMA
package (Smyth 2004) in the BioConductor software suite
of R statistical computing software. We used a maximum
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likelihood method for discerning expressed probes (personal communication with JR Walters). We generated the
expression heat map of retrotransposition paralog pairs
with R. We computed the tissue specificity index, s (Yanai
et al. 2005) and the tissue expression components for each
gene (see ‘‘Statistical analysis of gene expression pattern’’
in Supplementary Methods for more detail). Then, we
analyzed the gonad-biased (namely, testis-biased and
ovary-biased) expression pattern of each gene with onetailed paired t test on ovary and testis gene expression from
6 microarray replicates (The reason why we used one-tail
paired t test is because we specifically wanted to know
whether a gene has higher expression in testis or ovary). If
a gene has significant t test P value, we will define it as
ovary-biased or testis-biased gene (see ‘‘Analysis of the
association of retrogene expression patterns with their
movement patterns’’ in Supplementary Methods for detail).
We computed the associated q value for each t test’s
P value to adjust for multiple comparisons.
We conducted all the intermediate steps with PERL, R
scripts and Excel functions, but the exon boundary alignments of each retrogene and the corresponding parental
gene were manually confirmed.

Results
Retrogenes of B. mori
We identified a conservative set of 68 paralog pairs as
functional inter-chromosomal retrogenes and corresponding
parental genes based on a refined procedure of previous gene
traffic studies (Emerson et al. 2004; Betran et al. 2002; Dai
et al. 2006; Bai et al. 2007; Vibranovski et al. 2009b; for the

list of the 68 paralog pairs, see File S1). Essentially, the
procedure is based on protein sequence alignment, where
gene pairs with C40% identity and C50% coverage that are
not occupied by transposable elements were selected (for
more details, see ‘‘Identification of Inter-Chromosomal
Retrogenes in B. mori’’ section).
Several lines of evidence indicate that these retrogenes
are functional. First, among the 68 identified paralog pairs,
the Ka/Ks ratios of 67 pairs were significantly \0.5, which
indicate functional constraints on both genes (Betran et al.
2002; Table 1). Only in one case (BGIBMGA000596 vs.
BGIBMGA008879), the Ka/Ks ratio was higher than 0.5
(Ka/Ks = 0.677, Ka = 0.0271, and Ks = 0.04). Second, to
further investigate the functionality of the 68 retrogenes,
we performed a polymorphism analysis. For the 68 retrogenes together, the non-synonymous nucleotide diversity
is significantly smaller than the synonymous nucleotide
diversity, Wilcoxon rank sum test, P = 2.196e-09 (see
Figure S2a, File S8). Similarly, the variation in the CDS
region of the retrogenes was significantly lower than the
average variation in the CDS region of all the genes of B.
mori (see Figure S2b, File S8). Taken together, the low
variation present in the retrogenes argues in favor the
functionality hypothesis because usually functionless DNA
is more variable than the functional DNA (Betran et al.
2002). In addition, we obtained individual supporting
evidence for the functionality of the retrogene
BGIBMGA000596 using the polymorphism analysis with
SNP data. There were no synonymous or non-synonymous
mutations in this retrogene in 29 B. mori strains. Moreover,
among the 68 paralog pairs, 48 retrogenes (70.59%) and 55
parental genes (80.88%) had EST data available, constituting additional evidence supporting the functionality
for most retrogenes (for more details, see ‘‘EST-Based

Table 1 Chi-square and multinomial Monte Carlo re-sampling test of the difference between observed and expected movement pattern—
conservative set
Direction

Expected

Observed no.

Excess (%)

%

No.

Z?A

4.00

2.72

7

157.02

A?Z

3.67

2.50

5

100.45

A?A

92.33

62.78

56

-10.80

df = 2, P = 0.0069, Pa = 0.0063
Direction

Expected no.

Observed no.

Excess (%)

Pa

Z?A

2.62

7

167.24

0.0154

A?A

60.38

56

-7.25

A?Z

2.33

5

114.50

A?A

58.67

56

-4.55

0.0836

Alignment of retrogenes and their parental copies C40% identity, 50% coverage, and at least one intron lost from the parental copies
a

P values were estimated with multinomial Monte Carlo simulation
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Expression Analysis’’ section). Thus, the EST-based
expression data, the population genetic analysis and Ka/Ks
values significantly lower than 0.5 for most genes suggest
that almost all the retrogenes identified are subject to strong
functional constraints.
Retrogene Movement Patterns of B. mori
Next, we defined the chromosomal movement direction of
each of the 68 paralog pairs as from a parental gene to its
retrogene (Betran et al. 2002; Emerson et al. 2004; Dai
et al. 2006; Bai et al. 2007; Vibranovski et al. 2009b). We
grouped the movement directions of the 68 retrotransposed
paralog pairs into three categories (Fig. 2): from Z to
autosomes, from autosomes to Z, and between autosomes.
We compared the observed distribution of movements in

Fig. 2 The 68 identified inter-chromosomal retrotransposition events
in Bombyx mori genome. The circle schematically represents Bombyx
mori’s genome, where each arc is one of the chromosomes (scale
based on the effective number of genes on each chromosome). The
movement direction of each of the 68 identified retrotransposition
events is indicated with an arrow pointing from the parental genelocating chromosome to the retrogene-landing chromosome; the three
different colors of the arrows correspond to the three types of
movement directions, namely, A ? A, white; A ? Z, blue/grey; and
Z ? A, pink/black. Both observed Z ? A and A ? Z retrotransposition events were significantly higher than neutrally expected
patterns (7 vs. 2.72, and 5 vs. 2.50; P values of both Chi-square
test and Monte Carlo simulation \0.05, see Table 1). Although
retrotransposition events associated with other chromosomes also
showed certain degree of excess or deficit, most of them were not
statically significant (e.g., excess of chr3?, chr27?, and ?chr27;
deficit of chr10?; but Chi-square test, df = 1, P [ 0.05). The only
exception was the excess of ?chr19 (Chi-square test, df = 1, P \
0.05), but the expression pattern of the ‘‘into chr19’’ retrogenes was
randomly distributed (Fisher test, P [ 0.05) (Color figure online)
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the three categories with the expected random distribution
(random pattern, Betran et al. 2002) using a Chi-square test
(Betran et al. 2002; Table 1). Because some expected cell
counts were less than 5, we estimated the significance
levels of gene movements with a multinomial Monte Carlo
simulation via 106 re-samplings of the genome-wide distribution of retrotransposition events based on a random
pattern (Emerson et al. 2004; Table 1). The P values calculated from the Chi-square test and the Monte Carlo
simulation indicated that ‘‘out of Z’’ retrotranspositions
occurred significantly more frequently than would be
expected under a random model (Chi-square test
P = 0.0069, df = 2; Monte Carlo simulation test, three
directions together P = 0.0063, ‘‘out of Z’’ P = 0.0154
and ‘‘into Z’’ P = 0.0836; Table 1). Thus, this is the first
study demonstrating a significant excess of retrogenes ‘‘out
of’’ the homogametic sex chromosome in an organism with
female heterogamety (ZW species). These nonrandom
movement patterns were similar to those in species with
male heterogamety (XY species), such as fruitfly (Betran
et al. 2002).
Moreover, we obtained similar results when we analyzed several subsets of retrogenes under more stringent
criteria. For instance, we tested whether the movement
pattern would change if we only analyzed paralog pairs
with the following characteristics: (i) alignment that satisfied the criteria of C70% coverage and C50% identity
(Table S3a); (ii) at least a 2 intron loss between the parental
gene and the retrogene (Table S3b); or (iii) confirmation
based on another independent source of gene family
annotation of Bombyx mori genome from SilkDB (Table
S3c). We found no qualitative difference from our previous
conclusion (for more details, see ‘‘Test on the excess
movement pattern in more restrictedly defined retrotransposition paralog pairs’’ in Supplementary Methods).
If a retrotransposition event occurred before Drosophila
melanogaster and Bombyx mori diverged, when the B. mori
Z chromosome had not yet originated, we cannot determine
whether retrogene movement is linked to the sex chromosome or to the autosomes. Therefore, we used Blastp to
detect the orthologs of the B. mori paralog pairs in
D. melanogaster, and, when possible, in Apis mellifera,
Anopheles gambiae, Aedes aegypti, Homo sapiens, Gallus
gallus, and Takifugu rubripes (see ‘‘Dating the age of 68
paralog pairs in B. mori’’ in Supplementary Methods). We
excluded the paralog pairs with retrogenes that might have
orthologs in these outgroup species (i.e., those that may
have originated before the formation of the Z chromosome). Nevertheless, we still observed the significant
excess of out of Z retrogene movement (48 cases, Table 2
and File S1).
To additionally test the pervasiveness of our results, we
analyzed the movement pattern of retrogenes selected
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Table 2 Chi-square and multinomial Monte Carlo re-sampling test of the difference between observed and expected movement pattern for the
48 paralog pairs whose retrogenes do not have orthologs in other species
Direction

Expected
%

No.

Observed no.

Excess (%)

Z?A

4.00

1.92

6

212.09

A?Z

3.67

1.76

3

A?A

92.33

44.32

39

70.38
-12.00

df = 2, P = 0.0062, Pa = 0.0151
Direction

Expected no.

Observed no.

Excess (%)

Pa
0.0105

Z?A

1.87

6

220.68

A?A

43.13

39

-9.57

A?Z

1.60

3

86.92

A?A

40.40

39

-3.45

0.4107

Alignment of retrogenes and their parental copies C40% identity, 50% coverage, and at least one intron lost from the parental copies
a

P values were estimated with multinomial Monte Carlo simulation

through a less stringent alignment criterion, namely, protein sequence alignment between gene pairs with C30%
identity and C40% coverage. This less stringent analysis
might contain false positives because, by including more
distantly related duplicates, noise to the potential retrotransposition distribution signals was likely added. However, we detected a nonrandom retrogene movement
pattern. We identified 159 paralog pairs (68 pairs in the
conservative set, plus 91 new cases, as a nonconservative
set of inter-chromosomal retrogenes and corresponding
parental genes) by performing the same refined procedure
described for the conservative set. Because all the expected
and observed cell counts were larger than 5 in this analysis,
we only compared the observed distribution of movement
in the three categories (Z ? A, A ? A, A ? Z) with the
expected distribution using a Chi-square test (Table S3d).
Although the comparison of all three categories in the same
test suggests that retrotransposition events were not significantly different from randomly expected events (Chisquare test, P = 0.0630, df = 2; see Table S3d); when we
compared A ? Z and Z ? A with A ? A movement
separately, we found a significant excess of retrotranspositions from the Z to autosomes (Z ? A Chi-square test,
P = 0.0210, df = 1; Table S3d), confirming the excess of
‘‘out of Z’’ but not ‘‘into Z’’ retrogene movements in
silkworm (A ? Z Chi-square test, P = 0.5520, df = 1;
Table S3d), which is similar to the observations found in
Drosophila (Betran et al. 2002).
Comparison to the Retrogene Analysis
from Toups et al. (2011)
A recently published study identified 22 retrotransposition
events in B. mori and found no excess movement out of the

Z chromosome (Toups et al. 2011). We compared their
dataset with ours and found only 13 events with overlap
(see ‘‘Analysis of Toups et al.’s data’’ in Supplementary
Methods). Curiously, our manual check of all nine
remaining events (41% of their sample size) revealed that
they were all misidentified as cases of retrotransposition
mostly due to sequence similarity produced by recent
TE-insertions into unrelated genes. It is known that 43.6%
of the silkworm genome is occupied by transposable elements (Duan et al. 2010), a proportion much higher than
the Drosophila genome. Thus, it is very likely that the
transposable element-derived regions rather than real
duplicated gene regions are contributing to the similarity of
a gene family selected in their study (see Supplementary
File S10). In addition, we noticed that in six cases (their
gene families 13, 14, 19, 20, 21, and 22, see Supplementary
File S10), the alignment between retrogene and parental
gene reveals no signature of intron loss, the hallmark of a
retrotransposition event (see Supporting File S10). These
problems made it unlikely to identify retrotransposition
events with certainty.
Note that all those misclassified cases correspond to
A ? A movements. Their inclusion in the final dataset
inflated the number of events following the random model
and therefore misled the authors to conclude that there is no
excess of retrogene movement off the Lepidopteran Z
chromosome. In the re-analysis of the data confirmed by their
analysis and this study independently consisting of the
remaining 11 cases of retrotransposition (we excluded two
cases where the duplication may have occurred before speciation), we still found the excess of out of Z movement,
although not significant due to the small sample size (Table
S3e, Monte Carlo simulation P = 0.0622). Therefore, their
dataset, after filtering out TE contamination, confirmed the
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excess of retrogene movement out of the Z in silkworms,
which verifies that the excess of retrogene moving out of the
Z chromosome in silkworm is unambiguous.
Germline Gene Expression Does Not Affect
Retrogene Traffic
The excess of retrogenes deriving from the Z chromosome
could be generated if the Z-linked genes produce a higher
amount of transcripts than the autosomes in the gonads. In
that case, a higher amount of inheritable Z-originated
retrogenes would be produced via retrotransposition of
those transcripts. To test this hypothesis, the EST number
per gene can be a reasonable numeric approximation of
transcript abundance. We therefore tested if the germline
expression of genes in different chromosomes could affect
the frequency of the retrogene traffic. We conducted the
comparison of the total number of ESTs on the Z chromosome and autosomes in testes and ovaries, respectively,
with the total number of genes found on those chromosomes (see file S2 and Table S7). We found that, in testes,
the Z chromosome and autosomes generate an amount of
ESTs (transcripts) proportional to the gene number on the
chromosome (Fisher test P = 0.1864). However, in ovaries, the Z chromosome produces significantly fewer ESTs
(transcripts) (Fisher test P \ 2.2e-16). Thus, our results
support that the significant excess of out of Z retrogene
movement is not generated by a higher amount of transcripts produced from the Z chromosome in gonads.
General Expression Properties of Retrogenes
and Parental Genes in B. mori
Three hypotheses, MSCI, sexual antagonism, and dosage
compensation, explained the nonrandom gene traffic in
species with male heterogamety (Potrzebowski et al. 2008;
Emerson et al. 2004; Betran et al. 2002; Bachtrog et al.
2010; Vicoso and Charlesworth 2009). These hypotheses
explained chromosomal movement patterns of retrogenes
based on their sex-biased expression patterns. To interpret
the traffic patterns in the B. mori genome, we analyzed the
expression patterns of 68 retrogenes and their parental
genes based on microarray expression profiles of B. mori
genes (Xia et al. 2007) using Walters and Hardcastle’s
(2011) normalization procedure.
We analyzed the patterns of expression of retrogenes
and their parental genes, respectively. We calculated the
tissue specificity index, s, of 62 retrogenes and the corresponding parental genes (Yanai et al. 2005). Sixty-two of
the 68 pairs had microarray data available for both retrogenes and parental genes (66 retrogenes and 63 parental
genes had microarray data available). We conducted a onetailed paired t test on the s values of the 62 pairs and find
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that parental genes are expressed in significantly more
tissues than retrogenes (t test, P = 0.0220; Figure S3 and
File S4). Although all retrogenes appear to be expressed in
relatively few tissues, we found that retrogenes are more
highly expressed in testis than any other tissue in 12 out of
the 17 pairwise comparisons (one-tailed paired t test; all the
P values \0.05, Table S4 and File S5). The trend is
maintained even if we repeat the analysis just for retrogenes moving between autosomes (P \ 0.05, in 9 out of the
17 pairwise comparisons). Thus, the extensive expression
spectrum of parental genes and the higher testis expression
level of retrogenes found in B. mori, a species with female
heterogamety, is consistent with the testis-expression tendency of retrogenes in species with male heterogamety,
whose parental genes also tend to be housekeeping genes
(e.g., mammals: Vinckenbosch et al. 2006; Potrzebowski
et al. 2008; Marques et al. 2005; and fruit flies: Dai et al.
2006; Bai et al. 2007; Vibranovski et al. 2009a).
‘‘Out of the Z’’ Retrogenes Tend to Develop
Ovary-Biased Expression
Using the conservative set of 68 paralog pairs, we found
that a significantly higher proportion of the retrogenes
moving from the Z chromosome to autosomes have ovarybiased expression than retrogenes moving between autosomes (Fisher exact test P = 0.0147; Fig. 3; Table 3. For
defining the ovary-biased or testis-biased expression, see
‘‘Analysis of the association of retrogene expression patterns with their movement patterns’’ in Supplementary
Methods for detail). Mainly, we defined those genes
showing higher expression in ovary than in testis as ovarybiased genes. The same pattern can be found for the 48
paralog pairs whose retrogenes do not have orthologs in
other species (Fisher exact test P = 0.0196; Table 4).
Interestingly, a significantly higher proportion of the
retrogenes moving into the Z chromosomes have testisbiased expression than the retrogenes moving between
autosomes for the conserved set of 68 paralog pairs (Fisher
exact test, P = 0.0408, Table 3). We confirmed the testis
expression trend for into Z retrogene, but not the excess of
into Z movement pattern itself for the 48 paralog pairs (for
movement pattern, Chi-square test P = 0.4107, Table 2;
for expression pattern, Fisher exact test P = 0.0461,
Table 4).
Note that all the expression analysis done above used the
raw microarray data generated by Xia et al. (2007) with
normalization approaches by Walters and Hardcastle
(2011). The major findings for the conserved set are not
changed if we normalize the data using Xia et al.’s (2007)
approach. We still found that a significantly higher proportion of the ‘‘out of Z’’ retrogenes have ovary-biased
expression (Fisher exact test P = 0.0425, Table S5).
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Fig. 3 Heat maps of expression level of 62 retrogenes with their
parental genes in 18 tissues of Bombyx mori. The left side of the heat
maps shows the expression level of 62 parental genes in 18 tissues (i.g.
testis: Gonad.m; ovary: Gonad.f; male head: Head.m; female head:
Head.f; male integument: Ig.m; female integument: Ig.f; male
mpg_tube: mt.m; female mpg_tube: mt.f; male am_silkgland: asg.m;
female am_silkgland: asg.f; male post_silkgland: psg.m; female

post_silkgland: psg.f; male Fat_body: Fb.m; female Fat_body: Fb.f;
male Midgut: Mg.m; female Midgut: Mg.f; male Hemocyte: Hemo.m;
female Hemocyte: Hemo.f), and the right side shows that of the
corresponding retrogenes. Both the left and right sides of the heat maps
were divided into three sections according to the movement directions
of associated retrotransposition events, namely, gene pair 1–7: Z ? A;
gene pair 8–11: A ? Z; and gene pair 12–62: A ? A (see File S1)

Table 3 Testing associations between expression and movement
patterns—conservative set

Table 4 Testing associations between expression and movement
patterns for the 48 paralog pairs whose retrogenes do not have
orthologs in other species

Direction

Ovary biased

Non-ovary biased

Z?A

5

2

A?A

12

42

Fisher’s exact test P = 0.0147
Direction

Testis biased

Non-testis biased

A?Z

4

1

A?A

16

38

Fisher’s exact test P = 0.0408

Direction

Ovary biased

Non-ovary biased

Z?A

4

2

A?A

6

31

Fisher’s exact test P = 0.0196
Direction

Testis biased

Non-testis biased

A?Z

3

0

A?A

12

25

Fisher’s exact test P = 0.0461
Alignment of retrogenes and their parental copies C40% identity,
50% coverage, and at least one intron lost from the parental copies

Alignment of retrogenes and their parental copies C40% identity,
50% coverage; and at least one intron lost from the parental copies

Discussion
Dosage Compensation in Silkworm
The dosage compensation of the Z chromosome of Bombyx
mori is controversial (Zha et al. 2009; Walters and Hardcastle 2011). One study using microarray expression data
in different male and female tissues (Xia et al. 2007)
observed that the Z chromosome was incompletely dosage
compensated by the hyper-transcription of only 35% of
Z-linked genes in females (Zha et al. 2009). Recently,
Walters and Hardcastle (2011) re-analyzed the same
microarray data (Xia et al. 2007) using different

approaches for normalization and detection of probe
activity to conclude that there is no reason to reject the
complete dosage compensation model in silkworm. Their
re-analysis suggested that the gene expression was completely compensated by the inactivation of one of the Zs in
males instead of by the Z chromosome hyper-transcription
in females. In our work, we considered the effects of these
two types of dosage compensation on the retrogene
movement patterns. Dosage compensation impacts the
number of copies of Z-linked and autosomal genes actively
expressed in the germline and therefore could potentially
affect the expected number of Z ? A retrogene
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movements. The dosage compensation model based on the
inactivation of the Z chromosomes in males predicts that
the ratio of expression between Z-linked genes and autosomal genes is 0.5, whereas the same ratio is 0.8375 for the
incomplete (35%) dosage compensation model by hypertranscription in females. We constructed the random model
(expectation) of retrotransposition for all analyses based on
the latter dosage compensation model since it has the
highest expected value for ‘‘out of Z’’ movement. Therefore, our results are conservative regarding the ‘‘out of Z’’
pattern. As predicted, we obtained a similar, significant
excess of ‘‘out of Z’’ retrogene movement when we calculated the random model of retrotransposition based on
dosage compensation by inactivation of one of the Z
chromosomes in the males of B. mori (Chi-square test
df = 2, P = 3.2744E-05, see File S3, Monte Carlo simulation test for three movement direction together,
P = 0.0031). Moreover, even if we consider that the most
extreme situation (not reported yet) where the dosage
compensation of the Z chromosome is complete through
total hyper-transcription of the Z chromosome in females,
the observed excess of ‘‘out of Z’’ movement was still
significant (Chi-square test df = 2, P = 0.0221, Monte
Carlo simulation test for three movement direction together, P = 0.0618, Monte Carlo simulation test for ‘‘out of
Z’’, P = 0.0154, Monte Carlo simulation test for ‘‘into Z’’,
P = 0.0834 see File S3).
Nonrandom Gene Traffic Patterns Are Associated
with the Establishment of Heteromorphic Sex
Chromosomes
The observed difference in gene traffic patterns between
taxa with different sex chromosome system reveals that the
biased gene traffic pattern is a feature associated with wellestablished heteromorphic sex chromosomes. For instance,
in the genome of Populus, which has primitively developed
Z and W chromosomes (sex chromosome differentiation
\5%), retrogene traffic is extensive but no biased patterns
were found (Zhu et al. 2009). In the Aedes aegypti mosquito, which has homomorphic sex chromosomes with
negligible differentiation of the sex chromosome from
autosomes (only a small nonrecombining sex-determining
region that spans a few megabases), retrogenes also show
no significant biased gene traffic pattern between its X
chromosome and autosomes (Toups and Hahn 2010). In
contrast, species with biased movement patterns have
evolved strikingly differentiated heteromorphic sex chromosomes (Potrzebowski et al. 2008; Emerson et al. 2004;
Betran et al. 2002; Bai et al. 2007; Vibranovski et al.
2009b; Toups and Hahn 2010; Baker and Russell 2011).
Therefore, the comparison between these two classes of
organisms suggests that nonrandom gene traffic patterns
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might be a general property of species with well-differentiated heteromorphic sex chromosomes regardless of which
sex is the heterogametic one (Potrzebowski et al. 2008,
2010).
‘‘Out of’’ and ‘‘into’’ the Z Chromosome Retrogene
Traffic
We found that retrogenes moving out of the Z chromosome
tend to develop ovary-biased expression in both the conservative dataset (Table 3) and the 48 gene pairs whose
retrogenes do not have orthologs in other species (Table 4).
We cautiously prefer not to conclude that silkworm has an
excess of retrogenes moving into Z chromosome that tend
to be testis-biased expressed, because the evidence supporting those conclusions were only obtained in some
subsets of the analyses (Tables 3, 4; Table S3c). Therefore,
expression patterns combined with movement patterns of
inter-chromosomal retrogenes in B. mori are symmetrical
or at least partially symmetrical to those found in species
with male heterogamety, e.g., mammals and fruit flies. In
mammals, the ‘‘out of the X’’ retrogenes tend to evolve
testis-biased expression, whereas the ‘‘into the X’’ retrogenes generally have lower expression levels in testis
(Potrzebowski et al. 2010). Drosophila only showed an
excess of ‘‘out of the X’’ retrogenes acquiring testis-biased
expression, without significant excess of ‘‘into X’’
retrogenes.
Additionally, expression patterns combined with
movement patterns of retrogenes in B. mori are consistent
with what was recently found in birds (also female heterogamety) (Ellegren 2011). Recently, the non-retrogene
movement between Z and autosomes was found to be
associated with sex-biased expression in the chicken
genome, in which ‘‘Out of Z’’ genes tend to develop ovarybiased expression, and ‘‘into Z’’ genes tend to gain testisbiased expression (Ellegren 2011). Remarkably, the
tendency of ‘‘out of Z’’ retrogenes in silkworm and DNAlevel duplicated genes in birds to evolve ovary-biased
expression suggests that processes intrinsic to testis can not
drive biased gene movement pattern (e.g., the ‘‘out of the
testis’’ and the ‘‘nuclear chromosome dynamics in male
germline’’ hypotheses, Vinckenbosch et al. 2006; DiazCastillo and Ranz 2012). More specifically, only the
selection-based rather than the mutational-based hypothesis
predict the ovary-biased retrogene expression. It is possible
that the nuclear position of certain chromosomal domains
could generate more retrogene insertions on the autosomes.
However, such phenomenon is specifically associated with
the retrogene testis-biased expression since the mutational
mechanism involved is known to occur in the spermatogenesis but not in the oogenesis (Diaz-Castillo and Ranz
2012). In addition, independent evidence in favor of
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selection-based processes comes from a population genomic analysis, which found excess of fixed retrogenes
originating on the X chromosome in comparison to polymorphic ones (Schrider et al. 2011).
Moreover, in silkworm, the pattern of ‘‘Out of Z’’ retrogenes developing ovary-biased expression is consistent
with our current finding that the Z chromosome is depleted
of ovary-biased genes (File S9, Figure S4). On the other
hand, previous findings showed that testis-specific and
testis-biased genes are enriched in the Z chromosome of B.
mori (Arunkumar et al. 2009), and it may be a product of
higher male-driven mutation rate (Naurin et al. 2009),
sexual selection that is usually stronger in males than in
females (Bateman 1948), and sexual antagonism which
prefers the accumulation of male-beneficial allele on the Z
chromosome due to the longer evolution time of the Z
spending in male (the Z spends 2/3 of evolution time in
male, and 1/3 of evolution time in female).
Evolutionary Forces and Mechanisms that Could Lead
to Nonrandom Gene Traffic Patterns
Several selection-based mechanisms (MSCI, sexual antagonism, faster-X/Z effect, meiotic drive hypothesis, and
dosage compensation) could explain the nonrandom gene
movement we observe in both XY and ZW systems. MSCI
has been already shown to be one of the driving forces
impacting the retrogene movement in mammals and fruitflies. In mammals, ‘‘out of X’’ retrogenes tend to gain malebiased expression specific to spermatocyte and postmeiotic
spermatids which compensates the silenced expression of
their respective X-linked parental genes during meiosis
(Potrzebowski et al. 2008). Similar complementary
expression for retrogenes and parental genes has been also
shown to occur in Drosophila mitotic and meiotic phases of
the male germline (Vibranovski et al. 2009a) in agreement
with the MSCI model. In birds, the MSCI observed in the
synapsed ZW chromosomes during chicken oogenesis
(Schoenmakers et al. 2009; Namekawa and Lee 2009) could
explain the ovary-biased expression pattern found for ‘‘out
of Z’’ duplicate genes (Ellegren 2011). In silkworm, it is
still unknown whether MSCI exists and if it plays a role on
the retrogene traffic between chromosomes.
For sexual antagonism, sex-biased genes could be the
evolutionary products of the resolved sexual conflict
(Innocenti and Morrow 2010; Connallon and Clark 2011).
In mammals, the faster exposure of X-linked recessive
male-beneficial alleles under selection could explain the
excess of X-linked genes expressed in pre-meiotic and
post-meiotic stages of spermatogenesis (Wang et al. 2001;
Mueller et al. 2008). In fruitfly, the longer evolutionary
time of the X chromosome in females (the X spends 2/3 of
its evolution time in female and 1/3 in male) and the faster
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selection of X-linked female-beneficial dominant alleles
could explain the feminization of the X chromosome (Rice
1984). Likewise, the faster spread of male-beneficial
dominant alleles on autosomes could explain the movement of male genes off the X chromosome via retrotransposition or/and DNA level duplication/relocation
mechanisms (Rice 1984; Wu and Xu 2003; Vibranovski
et al. 2009b; Gallach et al. 2010), which is also consistent
with the under-representation of somatic male-biased genes
on the X of Drosophila (Parisi et al. 2003; Sturgill et al.
2007). In birds, sexual antagonism could explain the excess
of Z-linked female-biased genes in somatic ovary cells
(Mořkovský et al. 2009), following the expectation that the
female-biased alleles are recessive, beneficial to female
and harmful to male. In B. mori, sexual antagonism could
explain the retrogenes movement out of Z and tendency to
gain ovary-biased expression, because dominant antagonistic alleles, female-beneficial and male-detrimental,
would be more easily spread in autosomes than in the Z
chromosome (Rice 1984).
Regarding the Faster-X effect, Zhang et al. (2010a, b)
recently identified an excess of young X-linked male
biased genes, which disappear with evolutionary time until
autosomes accumulated an excess of male biased genes in
fruitfly and mammals. Faster-X effect could explain the
emergence of young X-linked male-biased genes, in which
recessive male-favored X-linked mutation are more often
fixed, and they do not necessarily have an adverse effect on
female fitness (Zhang et al. 2010a, b). However, in birds,
faster-Z effect was found to be generated by random drift
rather than selection and thus cannot affect the distribution
of sex-biased genes (Mank et al. 2010). In B. mori, faster-Z
effect has not yet been studied and therefore its affects on
the gene trafficking patterns is unknown.
Dosage compensation could also cause the nonrandom
movement patterns in B. mori. Compared to XY species,
dosage compensation is controversial in the ZW species
investigated to date (Itoh et al. 2007; Zha et al. 2009,
Walters and Hardcastle 2011). Dosage compensation in
silkworm may affect gene movement patterns in two
aspects. One possibility is that the lack of complete dosage
compensation may cause the Z chromosome to mostly
carry genes required at higher level in males (e.g., malebiased genes) (Fujii and Shimada 2007; Koike et al. 2003),
but disfavor genes highly expressed in females. In this
hypothesis, the incomplete dosage compensation could be
associated with a process of genome shuffling where the Z
chromosome only carries genes whose products are
required at higher levels in males. In such a scenario, the
organism could still function well even without dosage
compensation. This hypothesis could explain the ‘‘out
of Z’’ retrogenes tendency to develop ovary-biased
expression, but not the general small number of
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retrotransposition events involving the Z chromosome. The
other possibility is that dosage compensation may cause the
up-regulation of Z in females (Vicoso and Charlesworth
2009; Bachtrog et al. 2010). This up-regulation might limit
further increase of the Z-linked gene expression in females,
resulting in the paucity of female-biased genes in the Z
chromosome, which may also explain our observation that
‘‘out of Z’’ retrogenes tend to gain ovary-biased expression.
However, silkworm might achieve dosage compensation
by inactivation of the Z chromosome in males (Walters and
Hardcastle 2011). In this case, models that invoke upregulation limitations are not appropriate to explain gene
movement patterns.
Meanwhile, the meiotic drive hypothesis was also proposed to account for the gene traffic out of X or Z driven by
MSCI (Tao et al. 2007a, b), suggesting that retrogenes may
evolve into X-distorters and autosomal suppressors. In this
hypothesis, the meiotic drive is avoided efficiently with
excess autosomal suppressors, which account for the
preferable fixation of retrogenes in autosomes. Additional
studies will be needed to test specifically the contribution
of those factors on generating the gene traffic pattern in
both XY and ZW species.
The Domestication Process of B. mori Should Not
Affect Biased Retrogene Traffic
Based on archeological and genetic evidence, B. mori was
domesticated in Asia about five thousand years ago
(Goldsmith et al. 2005). The minimum origination rate of
retrogene in fruit flies is 0.51 genes per MY per lineage
(Bai et al. 2007); therefore, for B. mori, it should be \0.51
genes per MY per lineage because the generation time of B.
mori is longer than that of fruit flies. During the
*5000 years of domestication, it is likely that no retrogenes have arisen, and gene traffic patterns of B. mori should
not be affected.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we demonstrated the following: first,
nonrandom retrogene traffic also exists in organisms with
female heterogamety, i.e., ZW species; second, retrogenes
are more narrowly expressed than their parental genes and
have higher expression levels in testis, which is not specific
to species with male or female heterogamety; and third,
expression pattern accompanied by traffic pattern, i.e. ‘‘out
of Z’’ retrogenes acquiring ovary-biased expression, confirm that selection rather than a mutational-based mechanistic force drives nonrandom gene traffic. Moreover, the
ovary-biased expression of ‘‘out of Z’’ retrogenes indicates
that male- or testis-biased expression is not an intrinsic and
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exclusive property associated with nonrandom retrogene
movements. In summary, although the underlying evolutionary mechanisms of nonrandom retrogene traffic may
differ among species, excess traffic patterns are likely to be
a general feature of the evolution of heteromorphic sex
chromosomes driven by selection and may consistently
appear in organisms with well-established heteromorphic
sex chromosomes.
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